IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ABOUT THE INTERACTIVE BROKERS MODEL MARKETPLACE

Interactive Brokers LLC ("IB") does not provide investment advice or recommend any investments. It acts in an agency capacity handling transactions in investment advisor or broker dealer accounts ("your accounts") and advisor or broker-dealer clients' accounts ("your clients' accounts").

The information about portfolios constructed by unaffiliated third-party ETF issuers displayed or embedded on the Interactive Brokers Model Marketplace ("Marketplace") page is intended for informational and educational purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation or solicitation by IB to buy or sell securities or to invest in any of these or any other portfolios. The Marketplace allows eligible financial professionals to access investment models (each, a "Model") created by third-party asset managers and ETF issuers (each, a "Model Provider") and allows Model Providers to showcase their Models in the Marketplace. All information about these Models has been provided by each of the Model Providers and IB does not endorse or verify the accuracy of this data. With respect to the Marketplace, IB acts solely as a marketplace to bring Model Providers and financial professionals (advisors and broker-dealers) together, and any material of any kind contained in the requested Model is solely the property of the Model Provider. IB does not hereby make any recommendation or endorsement of any kind with regard to the content of the Model and no warranty regarding its fitness for any purpose or its suitability for you, your clients, or any particular persons. This material does not and is not intended to take into account the financial condition, investment objectives or other requirements of individual clients. Before acting on this material, you should consider whether it is suitable for your and your clients' particular circumstances.

The availability of the Model information on the Marketplace does not relieve you of any of your suitability or fiduciary duty obligations and does in no way transfer or delegate that responsibility to IB. As the investment advisor for your clients, it is your sole responsibility to review the data and decide if investments in portfolios implementing the trading suggested by the Model data are suitable for your clients and otherwise adhere to your fiduciary duty to your clients. By making this Model information and website available, IB does not recommend that you make any investments or that you invest in any portfolio or asset classes, and does not engage in any suitability determinations. This website is provided as an informational and educational tool and as a courtesy for investment advisors (or broker dealers) and their clients using our platform. You should consult with your legal counsel or compliance consultant regarding the use of this website.

You may decide to create investment portfolios for your clients that combine multiple Models offered by the same or distinct Model Providers. You have sole responsibility and discretion to create such multi-Model portfolios and neither IB nor any of the Model Providers advise or are responsible for the creation of these portfolios. As the creator of these multi-Model investment portfolios and the investment advisor for your clients, you acknowledge that it is your sole responsibility to review the data underlying each Model and decide if the investment in portfolios combining multiple Model Provider Models perform as intended when you first create them and thereafter, are suitable for your clients and otherwise adhere to your fiduciary duty to your clients. You also acknowledge that you may periodically rebalance these multiple Model Provider Model portfolios based on updates provided by each of the Model Providers or at your own discretion or based on criteria or timing you yourself decide upon.

While IB does not receive any compensation from the Model Providers in exchange for making the Models available on the Marketplace, IB will earn commissions or other revenue on any trades that you or your clients enter into at IB.

You may find additional information on IB's commissions here.


Investing in securities involves risks, and you may lose all or part of the funds you invest in these portfolios. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. These portfolios may not be suitable for all investors.